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Balogh, Thatch look
at faculty- student
cooperation problem
Joseph Balogh

Greg Thatch

By GLENN WAGGONER
Assistant Editorial Editor
Student government leaders have expressed the opinion that Faculty Senate has not carried through
with It s professed desire to Improve faculty-student
relations.
They state that since being Invited to Faculty
Senate meetings to Improve communication and
cooperation between faculty and students, Faculty
Senate has actually not been willing to give this
cooperation and does not take Student Council ideas
seriously.
Several bills were passed by Student Council this
year and presented to Faculty Senate for their consideration. All of them were defeated by Senate.
Dr. Joseph Balogh, chairman of Faculty Senate,
replied to this criticism, saying "of course all the
Faculty Senate members don't agree with student
ideas. The members of my Sociology department
don't always agree with me, but that doesn't mean
that they are uncooperative or hostile.
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"Inviting student participation in Faculty Senate Is
a new innovation. This year, students are even
on the committee that sets the Senate meeting agenda,"
Dr. Balogh said.
"We believe that we are working for and achieving
a greater degree of understanding and cooperation
with students," Balogh commented, "but we can't
expect Immediate acceptance by everyone overnight."
Dr. Balogh said that universities must alter their
structure in the future to permit more consultation
with students.
He noted that forces of change are active here,
as evidenced by the inclusion of students in Faculty
Senate, as well as the governing ideas presented in
the "White Paper."
"And we feel that Faculty Senate has improved
the channels of consultation and com nunlcatlon. Many
Senate members approve of many student Ideas now,
and the faculty In general has a lot of sympathy
for student Ideas,'' Dr. Balogh said.
Dr. Balogh feels that communication between students and Senate members is not hampered by the

Conibear's players
voice no complaints
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Black
basketball players
"voiced no complaints" when they
met with Coach Bob Conlbear and
Athletic Director Doyt L. Perry,
according to Dr. Robert Beynon,
chairman of the University Athletic Committee.
Dr. Beynon said yesterday that
no apparent problem exists over
the cutting from the team of black
player Jeff Lake.
Perry Is
out of town.
Black players contacted by the
News refused to comment.
Lake claims he was unjustly cut,
and Tuesday signs and leaflets appeared on campus In protest The
leaflets accuse Coach Conlbear of
racism and Include a "quote"
from "Mr. Master Coach Sir"
— not Conlbear.
Liberal Arts student J.D. Jackson, who engineered the signs and
tho leaflets, maintains that Junior
John Frazer, who quit the University before the final cut, left because of a problem with the coach.

Frazer was mentioned In the leaflet.
Lake and Jackson hope to pressure an explanation from Coach
Conlbear because they feel black
players may be afraid of losing
their grants or team positions.
"If any student is threatened
with losing any type of assistance
for standing up for what he believes, that's definitely wrong."
said Franklyn
Jackson, black
graduate student and director of
student development.

An off-campus research center
Is being planned which will serve
Bowling Green State University,
Toledo University, and the Medical
College of Ohio.
Richard Neumann , head of the
University computer center, said
that economic reasons are not the
only ones for establishing the
center. He said that aside from
these, the center "would hold greater potentials as to what facilities can be available."
Location of the center has not
yet been officially determined, according to Neum.inn. despite speculation of possible sites either in
Toledo or Bowing Green
Neumann said that cooperation
In the project Is not due necessarily to any Inadequacies In the
present computer operations, but
that kinds of activities which are
performed would change. He added that the coordinated effort of
the three institutions would bring
together more resources.
He
could not determine If the new
center could be considered a sup-
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City limits student housing
By RICH BERGEMAN
Editorial Editor
Students will find off-campus
housing a little harder to come by
when they begin searching for new
homes in the future.
City Council Monday night

Universities planning
joint research center
By HOLLY HUTTON
Staff Reporter

structure ot-Faculty Senate.
"The Senate members do listen to and weigh
the Issues presented, but naturally this doesn't mean
they won't disagree," Dr. Balogh concluded.
Student Body President Greg Thatch agreed with Dr.
Balogh that the structure of Faculty Senate does
not In Itself Inhibit student participation.
He said the problem In presenting student ideas
to Faculty Senate lies with the members themselves.
"Some of the members of the Senate listen with an
open mind to Ideas presented by Student Council or
myself, but far too many don'I seem to listen and
try to understand the student point of view," Thatch
said.
"Student views are allowed to be presented at Faculty
Senate, but this does little good when so many members don't seem willing to listen," he added.
"When 1 present my opinion as Student Body President I speak for myself only. But not enough weight
is attached by the Faculty Senate members to bills
which have been passed by Student Council and pre(Turn to page 15)

plement to the present one, since
that would depend on the kinds of
facilities available.
Neumann said he did not know
what specific equipment will be
available, stating that this would
depend on demands, which arise
In the next five to ten years. He
said that definite trends can be
seen as "computers are being used
and understood by more people."
Neumann said that such a cooperate effort can be made because
the ability of communicating directly over distances and a computer with the capacity to handle
multiple functions Increase potential.
He added that such an undertaking is part of a trend In the field,
and although co-npetltlon Is still
needed, this cooperation would
"prevent us from going off In different directions."
Neumann
said he believed
the Initial part of the operation
should be completed In 1972 or
1973, and funded primarily by the
state. He said that while no exact estimates had been made, the
cost of the undertaking would be
near $2 million.

passed a piece of emergency legislation which outlawed any future renting of residences to stydents in one of the city's three
residential zoning districts, and
severely restricted the practice
In another.
The new restrictions become
effective immediately, but, because zoning laws cannot be retroactive, do not affect residences
presently rented to students.
Speaking about the city's action
yesterday, City Solicitor Richard
Marsh said un-related persons will
no longer be able to rent houses
or rooms in district R-2, unless
the residences are already being
used for this purpose.
Area R-2 is designated in the
Zoning Code as a low-density residential area for single families
only.
Residences
in district R-3,
which is designed for both one and
two family residences and boarding houses on a conditional basis,
can no longer be converted for occupation by un-related persons unless a variance permit is Issued by
the Zoning Board of Appeals.
District R-4 is unaffected by the
legislation. It Is designed as a high
density
area for apartments
and boarding houses, and is the
only area where students can rent
without zoning restrictions.
The legislation pertains to entire houses rented to students as
well as to private homes In which
single rooms are rented out. Presently, most students renting homes
are living in the R-2 and R-3
areas.
City "Council effected the restrictions by changing the definitions of "family," "multiple
dwelling" and "apartment" In the

Zoning Code.
The term "family" was redefined to mean blood-relatlvesor
relatives by marriage or adoption. The other two definitions were
changed so apartment life Is unaffected.

The old definition of family made
no distinction between related and
un-related occupants, as Is the
case in most city zoning codes.
Therefore students were permitted
to rent an entire house lawfully.
Wendell Jones, an Instructor in
(Turn to page 10)

vs photo by Glon Epploston

LOOKS OF WINTER -- Fashions vary as students choose their
own way to keep warm. (For more pictures see page 11)
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Americanism-a bad idea/
of it here. His realistic attitude ines here: We're the unwanted,
By MIKE SABA
is refreshing.
Student Columnist
led by the unskilled, doing the
He does not speak of freedom unnecessary for the ungrateful.
"I will not kiss your f
and democracy, for there Is no
"The common peasant don't even
flag."
ideal that is worth the life of want us here. They don't care
E.E. Cum mlngs wrote that line,
one peasant. War Is either dull who rules them. All they want
but I wish that I had. Many others
or bloody, but It is never glor- to do Is farm their rice paddles
also wish that they could express
ious.
themselves as bravely as that
and be left alone.
Faculty Senate has ugain defeated a reasonable student
"...I'm out In the field as an
"They're underfed and sickly.
poet.
request which tame before it Tuesday in the form of Student
enlisted F.O. with a rifle company.
We would, my
They hate us. During the day
I'll have to stay in the field at their children bum candy, cigaretfriends, were we
Council Mill 28.
least two and one-half more tes, food, and money from us.
The bill concerned the extension of spring break by one not the cowards
months.
It's not all that bad At night the men shoot and nor who hide behind
day to avoid travel on a holiday and a heavy traffic day.
really.
I have very little rethe pretentious
tar us.
The bill was not intended to alter all future policy consponsibility except to keep myself
skirt of acad"It's bad. An Army base near
comfortable.
cerning spring breaks, but only to better the situation as
emic freedom.
Da Nang runs a sauna bath-skivvie
e am
"Viet Nam is not nearly so house I went to. Sklvvie houses
You see,
it happened to arise this year.
horrible as I had dreaded. Being are all over the place.
tired of having'
ivlngto -*'T >rl
The
It was intended only to alleviate the great inconvenience
out In the field Is supposedly beaffirm myy loy.*
' rf
Vietnamese women turn me off
of traveling on a traffic-jammed and airway-filled day for
ing where the action is. I've and V.D. terrifies me. I can't
at red,
f
alty to that
T P" »;
i.i ,.L ''. -*
all members of the I nivcrsit) c oinniiin it \ whether they tctbeen out for one mouth and have win.
white, and.i blue
-*
seen no combat.
piece
of cloth whenever conebrale I'.aster Sunda) or not.
"Being a snob, I only have a
"I'm not in a constant battle few friends or buddies. I don't
science commands me to cry for
Vel the problem appears i" be more than •> reluctance on
an end to murder Inspired by for my life. I have not been shot like the common Marine over here.
tin- part of the Senators t<> "tinker with the I niversit) calat or mortared. In the months He's kill-crazy, sex-crazed, and
American Idealism.
endar. "
coming, I hope my combat status stupid. Many of them can't wait
During this period of our hisIt appears members of Faculty Senate just do not want to
tory, there is no Ideal that Is remains the same.
to get back to the world to beat
"This country Is absurd. We on peace demonstrators...."
more bankrupt and hollow and
lake the time and effort to work with students in finding
murderous than Americanism. I have a saying concerning MarGod bless America.
effective solutions for common problems that arise.
want
nothing to do with It.
One could say that tin- problem should never have arisen
1 am against the war and bein the first place' -- that spring break should not have been
cause I do not believe In dying
and killing at the command of
scheduled to end on a holiday, thus requiring travel back to
a government, especially this corschool on that day.
rupt organization of self-indulgent
This is a good point, but since the problem did occur, and
elders which claims to defend
would result in inconvenience for a great many members of
Old Glory. You know #hat you
By ,T M MARINO
the University community, students, futility and staff us
can do with your Old Glory.
Assistant M.uiaj'nt; 2 i!i >r
As for the Silent Majority, the
well, it seems faculty and students could cooperate in apitiful blundering mass of AmeriYou owe ;t to yourself to sign for a long stay at Wood County Beschieving a solution.
cans, who, I am told, support pit*'. It's a unique escape from reality.
\fter all, was this not the purpose behind Faculty SenNixon's policy perhaps the kindest
But be prepared for a loss of some basic hum., I rights, like perate's inviting Student Body President (ircg Thatch to comthing I can say Is that I would sonal dignity, freedom of Information, and civil liberties.
municate the concerns of the students at their monthly meet- rather rely on a more Intelligent,
Expect to have an eight-foot thermometer rammed
humane source for Ideas for a down your throat every four hours, square-ended
ings?
Southeast
Asian
policy.
needles poked into the tenderest pai'is o'. your anaYes, this was the impression Faculty Senate made last
America, I am tired of your tomy, and plan to eat mort pills than you have
spring when it decided to heur the Student Body President
Idealism, lately born of fear and room '.o hold.
at each meeting.
confusion. Your righteousness
I was Incarcerated there for 23 days last month
bores me.
Mut was it only a facade? So far it looks that way. So fur
as a surgeon and his friends rearranged my apYesterday,
I
received
a
letter
pearance internally.
this year, Council bills have been shuffled through the Senfrom i friend who Is now a MarAmong other things I experienced were:
ute like blank pieces of paper.
ine In Vietnam. I will quote some
An
orderly with a quick right hand and an lnAssuming Faculty Senate was sincere in its desire for
exhaustable „ '.)ply of enemas, always ready to help.
better faculty-student cooperation, it should take a new look
The prettiest, young nurses given the Job of bathing you as >ou
at itself this year and start proving it.
shine, red-faced.
Doctors invoking the Fifth Amendment when you ask how long you've
got left in this world.
I am extremely disgusted with
A diet which you suspect is the cause of your Illness, rather than
Or. Olm's decision regarding
an aid to its cure.
Other patients coughing, weaslng and gagging late into the night
stocking birth control pills In the
The charges made iii the past two days thut black basketso that even an "overdose" of sleeping pills won't help.
Student Medical Center. To me,
ball players are being discriminated against remain unanIt is unfortunately reminiscent of
I couldn't understand why the nurses would grimace after taking
Pope Paul's encyclical.
my blood pressure, then refuse to tell me the outcome.
swered.
Dr. Olm's reasons for his unHere's the line you hear most often:
The churges appear to be leveled by only two students,
realistic decision are absurd at"Sorry, sir. We aren't at liberty to discuss a patient's condiboth with reason to bear a grudge aguinst Coach Hob Conition with him."
tempts at discrediting; the pill In
bcar, but who ure apparently sincere in their belief thut
terms of the harmful effects that
I wonder who has more of a right to know?
have only been reported In a small
The staff seems to play a mind-bending game with an impatient
prejudice does exist in University athletics.
patient anxious to mike an exit.
percentages of cases.
Hut their accusations have been answered only by a "no
"Well, we hear you're going home tomorrow," someone begins.
And If he so objects to the pill,
comment" from all quarters — from both the coach and the
You get so hyper-happy to hear that, you almost have a relapse,
why can't students be permitted to
black players.
until second shift arrives. They say, "Well we hear you're leaving
obtain other contraceptive deUnfortunately, by not refuting or verifying the charges,
the day after tomorrow."
vices?
You start climbing the walls, again. The third shift arrives.
the black players are leaving a very volatile question in
I wonder If Dr. Olmn has con"Well, we're sorry to hear you'll be here another four or five
sidered the mental "side effects"
the minds of students and alumni.
of unwanted pregnancies, or both days."
They must decide to act on whu they feel is right, and,
You lapse Into unconsiclousness, thinking about the next of kin.
the mental and physical "side
if racism does exist, should not rt lain silent for fear of loseffects" of abortions, or simply information they required from you before you were admitted.
Every time they shoot x-rays they discover something else wrong
the risks involved in a pregnancy.
ing their scholarships. A show of unified action will be eSomeone very close to me who with you, and you're wishing you could Just live in happy Ignorance
nough to start any "housecleuning" that muy be necessary.
Is young and unmarried recently of your declining health.
Hut the players must not feel pressured or shamed by the
When ..scharge day finally arrives, you're wheeled to the exit
became pregnant.
leaflets passed out Tuesday into taking action they would
Seeing the agony and anxiety she and are bade good-bye with the questionable worl.i, "Good I "ck."
not otherwise take.
Take some advice. Don't get sick.
is experiencing, I can't help but
think that if policies like those
The leaflets were obviously intended to do just this.'
of Bowling Green were not so
Hopefully, this distasteful attempt at injuring their black
backward and impractical, she
pride will not be effective.
would not be In such a tragic
t'ntil the athletes on the team back the charges of prejusituation.
(.lsa Johnston
dice themselves, however, no validity can be- placed in the
208 Mooney
accusations.
WHO IS THIS HEAH IMPUDENT SNOB?!"
PHON*: 372-2819 or 372-2710

Take a new look
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Don't get sick

Letter

Charges not valid yet

Birth control
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News
Editorials In the News reflect the opinions of the majority
of members of the B G News Editorial Board.
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Winner . . .
and loser

V

The nation's first draft lottery In 27 years has
received much reaction around the country and In
Bowling Green as well.
Students and members of the community were
awarded numbers at all stages of the lottery —
Including some who received the number "one"
or "366."
Dave Brim, sophomore (LA), Is on the generous
end of the list with the best possible number, 366.
"I was awfully lucky," Brln said. "I called my
mom that night and thanked her."
Brim said he thought the lottery was better than
the previous system. "This way you can plan your
future. At least the guys going, know they're going.
On the other hand, Mike Rhodes, senior (Ed)
with the least popular birthday this year (Sept. 14)
drew number one In the lottery.
"I was planning to go Into the Navy anyway,"
he said, so It wasn't such a shock to me. I kept
telling everyone all day I was going to be number one
and the next day everyone said I had called the
shots."
In one respect, however, the lottery has Inconvenienced Rhodes, "I was planning to take a month
vacation after graduation but I guess that's probably
out now."

m
Dave Brim

Mike Rhodes

'Pill' policy evokes diverse views
By KATHY FRAZE
Monday's announcement that the
Student medical center will neither stock nor prescribe birth
control pills has aroused various
student opinions.
Reaction to the decision by Dr.
James Olms, director of the University Health Center, not to prescribe the pills to either married
or unmarried students ranges from
complete agreement to total disbelief.
Many students agree with Dr.
Olms because of the side effects
the pill often produces.
"Birth control pills have not
been perfected yet. Until they are,
they shouldn't be used," said Debbie Herr, freshman (ED).
Bill Kopas, sophomore (LA), agreed.
"If the medical center did give
prescriptions, then they would have
to take the responsibility for any
student who became 111," he said.
"The roll of the medical center
does not reach Into the realm of
birth control," he added, referring
to Dr. Olms' statement Monday
that the center is to be used merely
for the treatment of Illnesses.
Although Sharon VlolantL Junior
(Ed.), thinks that the pill should

be available for anyone who wants
It, she said that Dr. Olms backed
up his decision with worthwhile
reasons.
"For once someone gave us the
reasons why we have been refused
something. The administration Just
gives excuses," she said.
Bruce Meyer, freshman (Ed.),
said that Dr. Olms was completely
Justified In making the decision
because "he Is refraining from
prescribing the pill for medical
reasons, not moral reasons. Whether the student Is married or not
has nothing to do with It."
However, some students think
that the moral question Involved
had a great deal to do with the
doctor's decision.
"It's not up to this college to
tell us what our morals should
be," Insisted Anne Zlerolf, freshman (Bus.).
"The University shouldn't take
a moral stand on the Issue,"
agreed Jim Blanchl, Junior (LA).
"If a girl wants the pill and If
she is physically able to take It,
then she should be able to get it."
"The medical center is imposing its own conception of morality
on the students," said Noble F.
Jackson, freshman (ED). "Thedecision to take the pill should be left
up to the Individual."

According to Donn Kramer, Junior (BA), the University should not
prevent students from obtaining
prescriptions for the pill merely
because one doctor has decided
they are too dangerous.
"Until the federal government
says this drug Is harmful, the students should be able to get If if
they want it," he said.
"It's on the market," agreed
Beth Wlegand, freshman (LA). "If
the people want to take It, it's
their prerogative."
"Why shouldn't they prescribe
it?" asked Dlanna Johns, freshman (ED). "The medical center
Is supposed to take the place of
the student's family doctor while
she Is here. They should be willing to prescribe the pill If she
wants it."
Some students think that Dr.
Olms Is not Justified in his decision to refuse prescriptions to
married students.
"If a married couple decides
they want to use birth control pills,
they should be available," said
John Edison, Junior (ED).
However, others think that the
pill should definitely be refused
to unmarried students.
"I Mi't think they should need
ther in the first place," said
M* / Jane Stockstlll, sophomore

Vacation's for remodeling

University maintenance crews
will take advantage of the threeweek long Christmas vacation to
undertake extensive painting, remodeling
and construction projects.
Director of maintenance services
Earl Ruprlght said University carpenters will complete the remodeling of the rooms In South Hall vacated by the psychology depart-

Hayes mentioned

ment earlier this year when it
moved to Its new building.
The remodeling
project is
being handled almost exclusively
by University personnel, who are
"doing one heck of a Job," according to Ruprlght.
Also scheduled for the break are:
—The remodeling of the closets
In a number of sorority houses
which have long been suffering
Inadequate and poorly Insulated
storage space.
—The Installation of ten more

koeskis, three-sided metal billboards similar to the one In front
of the Union, at various points
throughout campus, weather permitting.
—The Installation of about ten
40 foot, 4,000 watt Ughi poles at
the parking lots behind the
Health Center and the science
complex north of campus.
—The renovation of the overhead
lights In the Men's Gym.
—The painting of classrooms In
South, Hanna and Hayes Halls.

as draft director
COLUMBUS—A Columbus newspaper reported yesterday thatOhlo
State University football coach
Woody Hayes received a personal
offer from President Nixon to become the new director of the U.S.
Selective Service. The article also
quoted Hayes as denying the report.
The Columiius Citizen-Journal
said they discovered that the President telephoned the 19-year coaching veteran with the offer after
Hayes had refused an earlier Indirect bid to assume the post.
Hayes, the story said, Indicated he
has no intentions of leaving his
coaching position.
White House spokesmen yesterday also denied that the Buckeye
mentor is among those being considered for the Job, but would not
say whether he had, Indeed, been
asked.
The announcement of a successor for the retiring draft director, Lt Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
is believed to be imminent, however.

RADIATOR REPAIR
Complete Radiator and
Cooling System Service.
Recoring, backflushing,
Rate-o-flo checked

(ED).
Even if Dr. Olms did reverse
his decision, however, some students would still avoid going to
the medical center for a prescrtption.

"If they were giving out pills
free, I still wouldn't take them,"
said Sharon Wohlgemuth, senior
(ED). "A person needs a competent doctor, a doctor she can
trust, to prescribe the pill."
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Book Exchange
&

Alpha Phi Omega
&

Student Council Working
For

YOU!
THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON
CONGRATULATE
KATHY and BOB
KATHY and HARRY
on their engagements

VOLKSWAGEN AND
IMPORTED AUTO SERVICE
Tune-up, Brakes, Exhaust
Systems, Starter, Generator, ets.
Also Small Welding Jobs.

LOCATED:
PHONE:

DEBBIE and ED
DIANE and CLIFF
on their pinnings
DONNA and JIM
DEBBIE and BILL
on their lavalierings

455 S MAIN
352-6681

PHI ALPHA
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Aunt Margaret and Uncle George want you to go on a:

U.A.O.
SPONSORED TRIP,
OF EITHER:
•&

THE BAHAMAS
EUROPE
SCANDANAVIA
Why would they put all that money in that little white envelope for
you at Christmas — right?!? So start thinking and saving for these
exciting and fun-filled vacations to the most glorious spots in the
world.

MARCH 19-24
Have the time of your life over Spring-break in the sun-filled
Islands of the Bahamas, The cost of $209 includes jet air iarej hotel to
hotel two meals a day and many extras.

BAHAMA SUN
ONLY $209

SUMMER 1970
Make the summer a real vacation by trying either the U A 0 third
annual European or Scandanavian tcurs. Two seperate and wonderful
28 day tours to such cities as Amsterdam Paris., London Oslo, Rome and
more.
For more information stop by the U.A..0 office on the 3rd floor
of the Union,

CHEAP, TOO
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Germ warfare
work proceeds
FREDERICK, Md. (AP) - Last
week, President Nixon announced
that the United States will never
resort to germ warfare and promised to destroy existing stockpiles
of bacteriological weapons. But
research Into defenses against
germ warfare attacks continues.
At Ft. Detrlck, the $100 million
main Army biological research
center here. Col. Ephram M. Gershater, the commanding officer,
says the post's mission is "heavily defensive."
"A good defense," he says,
"cannot be designed unless we understand exactly what it Is we are
defending ourselves against."
Strains of bacteriological agents
like plague, Q fever, anthrax and
encephalitis have been developed
at Ft. Detrlck, Gershater says,
so Army researchers can prepare
vaccines to neutralize or soften the
blow of bacteriological attack.
According to researchers, ideal
bacteriological warfare agents are
highly Infectious, short term diseases which can be controlled fairly easily. They quickly lose their
potency so occupying forces can
safely move into an area after an
attack.
Programs completed or in progress at Ft. Detrlck dealing with
potential bacteriological warfare
agents include:
-Food poisons. Army scientists
have helped develop a toxold that
can protect men and animals
against five kinds of food poisoning.
-Anthrax vaccine. Ft. Detrlck
developed the first nonliving an-

Library changes
hoars for finals

thrax vaccine to be approved for
tests on humans. The vaccine was
found to be 92 per cent effective.
Anthrax, an infectious disease that
can cause skin swelling and lung
difficulties, usually .is fatal.
-Tularemla vaccine. Ft. Detrlck
researchers contributed to the development of a live vaccine to protect against tularemla, also known
as "rabbit fever."
Some experimentation is done
with human volunteers, mostly
conscientious objectors fulfilling
their military obligation, under a
program
dubbed "Operation
Whitecoat."
Ft. Detrlck officials say the volunteers are not forced to participate and are not given any special Inducements. All are thoroughly briefed on the purpose, procedures and risks of each project, the officials say.
The center is also working on
an alarm system to warn troops
and civilians of dangerous biological agents in the air long before diseases can be diagnosed.

WORTH A MILLION -- Daisy Hull and her brother Ernest walk in the yard of her suburban Washington
home. Montgomery County Circuit Court judge has appointed a legal guardian for Miss Da isy. Experts
soy her 14 acres are worth almost $1 million K (AP Wirephoto)

Introducing "JRP", our new men's line
by John Robert Powers
We'll give you our 10.50 kit
as a gift with your $5 purchase

The hours for the University
Library have been announced for
final examination week by- Dr.
Richard Carpenter, acting director.
The hours are:
Saturday, Dec. 6: a.m. to 10
p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 7: 1 p.m. to
midnight.
Monday through Wednesday. Dec.
8, 9, 10,: 8 a.m. to midnight.
Thursday, Dec. 11: 8 a.m. to
10 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 12: 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The Library will be closed Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 13 and 14.
During the Christmas break, the
Library will be closed on the following dates: Dec. 20, 21, 25,
26, 27, 28, and Jan 1, 3, and 4.
The hours and dntes the Library will be open are from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Dec. 15 through 19 and
Dec. 22, 23, 29, 30, 31, and Jan.
2.

# The %
American
Christmas
T

w» J

Inside this leather textured travel kit is the subtle, distinctive
aroma of JKD The fragrance.of the new man. the JKP kit contains a
cream foam for shaving, an after shave conditioner and cologne.
(Just three of nine new man-conditioners that give you something a
little extra.) And it's yours with a lb purchase of the Jfv'p line.
Because this offer is so good and so limited, better pick upyour
gift travel kit today.
Who knows how far it'll take you....

John Robert Powers
After shave Lotion 4 oz, S6; 8 oz. HO. Cologne 4 oz., *8; 8 oz.
$12; S2 pz., lib. Look Fut Bronzer i oz. lb. After Shave Coditioner
Jpz., lb. Cream Foam for Shaving i oz. lb. Bath and Shower Gel b pz.
lb. Sproy Deodorant b pz., lb. Bath and Shower Gel b oz.
lb. Spray Deodorant b oz., lb. After Shower Splash 0 oz., >8
^re-Blade Beard Softener I oz. >S.

LASALLES
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OPAC prints Moratorium leaflets

Take it home'-theme of December protest
"Take the Moratorium home"
Is the theme for this month's activities of the Vietnam Moratorium.
The Bowling Green chapter of
the Ohio Peace Action Committee
will be printing leaflets for distribution on campus next week and
for distribution In students* home

towns on Christmas Eve, Don
Baldwin, O PAC chairman said.
This month's Moratorium activities are supposed to be the
first in a winter campaign of
local concentration, rather than
reliance on large nationwide demonstrations.
The national organizers of the

coordinated anti-war effort are
asking
all local peace organizations to attempt grass-roots organizing campaigns of education
about the wir, and against local
congressmen who support the war.
"We're going to leaflet churches
and shopping centers In our home

expressed hope that the local peace
movement would gain more
strength because of the November
activities.
"The November Moratorium effort was the most successful national effort of the peace movement
to date, and it took on special
significance In Bowling Green with
OPAC's victory In federal court
about their parade permit which
originally denied by local officials.
"In fact, I would say the clarification of our civil rights with
the city fathers was as important
an Issue as the march Itself,"
he said.
For next month, Baldwin said his
organization is planning "something big," but would not say what
It Is, because it is still In the
planning stages.

towns on Christmas Eve in hopes
of arousing the many people who
would thoughtlessly purchase war
toys and forget the Peace on
Earth theme of the season," Baldwin said.
Admitting that last month's activities in Washington D.C. would
be hard to top this month, Baldwin

Yale president calls for new policy
NEW HAVEN, CONN.(rP>The
President of Yale University advocates the idea of administrative
accountability over "participatory
democracy" in the decision making in a University.
President Klngman Brewster,
Jr., emphasized that "the answer
to the legitimate student demand
to have protection against Incompetent and unresponsive administration is not formal representation In all matters. It Is administrative accountability."
President Brewster put his own
Job on the line In urging the Yale

Corpoi aflfJrr^lhe Trustees) to make
a reappraisal of his own appointment as Yale president In June
1971 after serving in the office
for seven years.
President Brewster thinks
"Yale would be better off If it
were understood that the Trustees
would make a systematic reappraisal and consideration of the
President's reappolntment at some
specified Interval.
This might
be seven years after the Initial
appointment,perhaps at a somewhat
shorter interval thereafter.
I
would urge the trustees right now

to consider adoption of such a policy."
In his argument against extending students representation In university governance, President
Brewster said he was convinced
of two points about college students.
"The majority of students Is
not sufficiently Interested in devoting their time and attention
to running of the university to make
It likely that participatory democracy will be truly democratic,"
he said.
President Brewster's admlnls-
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tratlve accountability would mean
"full and adequate disclosure" of
the records by which decisions are
made; the right of petition by
those affected by the decisions
to that critical opinion can be generated and communicated; and
finally it means that there be a
regular process whereby there
is reappraisal of the competence
of the administration.
In calling for "periodic, explicit
renewal of a president's
tenure," President Brewster said,
"I happen to think that 10 or 12
years or so Is about enough anyway, although there are no gene rallzatlons valid for all times and
places and people... (but) unless
there Is some such arrangement
the hope for genuine accountability
at all levels of authority Is illusory." '

Council meeting
Student Council will meet
as a committee of the whole
at 8 tonight in 415 Student
Services Building.
All Student Council committees are scheduled to meet
privately and separately for
discussion at 7 p.m. prior to
the meeting.

IF YOU DIG
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MO-TOWN MUSIC,
DON'T MISS
THE FANTASTIC
SOUL SOUNDS

;E\

or:

OF

TflE FABULOUS
UPSETTERS
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THE

HOLIDAY
MEDLEY
Four Corners has done it
again. Talk about versatility!
This looks like a two piece
suit, doesn't it? We're showing it that way, but you
ought to see the slacks that
match the long tunic vest.
Together, it makes a heckuva group.

Pring your wardrobe into
perfect harmony, starting
with slacks by Wright. Their
slimming lines give that
"heads up" feeling. What's
best about Wright is their
styling. Next best? They're
priced right.

fflht Mmucrsitij §hop
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Live Entertainment
Tues. thru Sat.

Thursday nite
Ladies nite

I

No Cover
FOR SWINGERS
FROM 18 TO 80
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Gufhrie labels America affluent desert

Innovator criticizes theater, arts
America Is the "affluent desert"
because it doesn't subsidize the
theater, according to Sir Tyrone
Guthrle, well-know.i innovator of
the theater.
"In this country, straight theater doesn't pay and in this country,
if it doesn't pay it's not good,"
uthrle
told
an audience of
'300 persons In University Hall's
main auditorium Tuesday night.
Guthrie said the European
countries were far ahead of the
United States in subsidizing the
arts. He said education, medicine, laws, and the armed forces
don't pay for themselves but are
still maintained.
In the U.S. $1 million is appropriated by the government for
cultural events, ioted Guthrle.
He said in Great Britain "some
$12 million is used for improving
the arts."
"Although considerable adjustments and alterations will be made
In the next few years, the legitimate theater will survive and flourish," added Guthrle.
"Ancient Greek tragedies and
the works of Shakespeare have
(Vsndured throughout the years. 19th
century works by Shaw and Checkov
are likewise classics. More recently, Eugene O'Neill's works
have become treasured,"
Guthrle remarked.
Guthrle noted thse works will
always live because they have
"something to say to society."
The second reason for the theater's survival Is audience participation.
"The audience Is the chief performer and if they receive the play
I well it will go well,"
said
Guthrle. "In the movies you get
I too close to the subject and In

television the audience is prefabricated."
"Being a member of an audience
alters your personality and you
lose your Identity."
added
Guthrle. "It's an occasion when
you come to get something and also give something."
Guthrie criticized television
concerning plays which were not
written for television.
"When performed they just don't
make good TV." he said. "The
great theater isn't realistic, great
drama Is not about you and me."
said
Guthrle. "It Is vastly
larger than life size like "Macbeth" and "Hamlet" and It takes
a great personality to portray
them."
"The actor can't be affected
by the audience in T. V. or the
movies. These media have almost
no flexibility," remarked
Guthrle.
He said actors need to react
to the audience. On stage each
performance Is tailor-mide to fit
the audience, noted Guthrle.
"Content Is not important," said
Guthrle.
"In television It
won't become important In our
lifetime and we have no respect
for It. Few movie scripts are
good for the visual Image is more
Important."
Guthrle said
"Bonnie and Clyde" was a good
movie but there were no memorable lines from the film.
Television is still tied up with
material commodities,
said
Guthrle. The programs are arranged to suit the sponsors. "The
technical Innovations retard Its
growth.
There will be better
color and a wider screen," he
said, "but with each Innovation the
attention Is directed mainly at the

innovation and not the content."
Writers have to decide between
writing for the theater or the mass
media, said
Guthrle. He said
they usually start with television
because It is "comparably easy"
and after they make "good money"
they can move up to the theater.
With the mass media they usually
"have no control over their written
material," he said.
He belives it will be 25 years
before works of real consequence
will be put on the movie screen.

Movies
are Inhibited artistically," said
Guthrie. "They
must please millions of people.
This detracts from the movies In
so much as Illustration and not
dialogue Is stressed,"
noted
Guthrie." People want to see pretty
illustrations, not hear good dialogue."
Guthrle believes it will also
take at least 25 years before people
realize the positive effect T.V.
can have upon our culture.
"Television has been taken f«r.

360 to graduate
[in fall ceremony
Fall graduation ceremonies will
held at 10:30 a.m. December
13 In the Grand Ballroom, Union.
Three hundred sixty students
re scheduled to receive their
diplomas.
The graduating class Includes
60 from the College of Business
\dmlnlstratlon, 170 from the College of Education, 50 from the
College of Liberal Arts, and 80
from the Graduate School. The
Graduate School class Includes
Ive doctorates and 75 masters
degree candidates.
The graduating class represents
BO Ohio counties, 14 other states

[Telephone books
ivailable at start
>f winter quarter
The new student directories are
to be distributed when students reurn for second quarter classes.
The long-awaited directories
vere originally scheduled for distribution the first month of the
fall quarter. A spokesman from
he University Publications Office
bald the primary reason for the
Belay was a slow feedback of necessary information needed to complete the directories.
The directories had been compiled by University computers.
he rough drafts were then sent
i the printers to be set In type,
Ihen back to the University for
proofreading, and finally back to
Ihe publisher for final printing.
Jills constituted further delay.
When the directories arrive they
kill be available In all University
Drmltorles and at the Auxiliary
Service Office In the Centrex
pulldlng.
Commuter students may pick up
heir directories at the Commuter
ferner In the basement of Moseey Hall.
No basic changes have been
nade In the directories from last
tear other than new names and
ddresses, said a secretary for
lerry Fischer, director of University Publications.

and five foreign countries.
Susan M. Schaefer will deliver
a short address containing a word
of thanks to the University and a
promise for the future to her
fellow, graduates. Miss Schaefer
was selected to speak by a student committee from Dr. Bond's
office.
President William T. Jerome, in
is scheduled to preside at the Commencement. Robert Stout, interim
pastor of the Trinity Lutheran
Church of Mallnta, Ohio, will deliver the opening convocation and
benediction. The diplomas will
be presented to the students by
the deans of the four colleges.
An honorary doctor of lawdegree will be given to Jay J.
Merkle, vice president of TelePrompter Corporation.

^^ST^H,

granted," he said. "People are
content to watch almost anything."
He was critical of American
theater.
"Cities In the V.S. are satisfied with absolutely minimal facilities for serious theater," he
said.
Guthrie noted America may
"eventually end up as being the
'theater Sahara" of the world" If
people don't voice a complaint regarding the quality of entertainment they receive.
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From Associated1 Press

TO
BE A
CHRISTMAS
SPORT
is offering a

SPECIAL 1/3 OFF SALE
•SPORTCOATS
* OUTERWEAR
SWEATERS
* SHIRTS
* SLACKS
Just in time for the Christmas
season. Let us assist you with
a selection for that special guy.
Charge Accounts Welcome

THE DEN
(across from Harshman)

**

■ Compiled by Richard Priced

Nixon urges drugs campaign
WASHINGTON-Presldent Nixon said yesterday the drug problem has
become "Indeed a national problem" that hits the young, the old the
rich and the poor.
Addressing the Governors' Conference on Narcotics and Drugs,
he pledged to wage "a campaign of Information and education that will
reach all the people of the nation."
And he urged the governors, when they return to their capitals, to
strike at the probelm of drug abuse In their states.
Nixon recited statistics stating that some eight million Americans
use marijuana-one third of the college students and 16 per cent of high
school students.
—
Nixon said that In recent months he has learned a lot about the drug
problem, noting that he first thought the answer was more penalltes.
But when you are talking about 13 and 14 year olds, he said, the answer
Is not more penalties but more information and education.

Massive surf batters Oahu

The "DEN"

S

arid
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HONOLULU-A swollen surf continued to batterOahu'sdevastatedrorth
shore yesterday where 81 homes were destroyed or damaged by 50
foot breakers. Officials called It Hawaii's worst natural disaster since
a 1960 tidal wave.
Authorities reported at least two storm related deaths, Including
that of a man swept out to sea by a monster wave. They said at least
15 persons had been Injured, three seriously.
Dangerous surf warnings remained in
effect while hundreds of
homeless carried belongings from wrecked houses amid a tangle of
seaweed and coral.
Towering waves spawned by a Pacific storm 1,500 miles northwest'
of Hcrall crashed onto a 15 mile stretch of beach late Monday night,
shoving homes from their foundations and rolling cars about like toys.
City engineers said the private property toll would exceed $750,000.
A survey lat Tuesday found 25 homes demolished and 56 heavily damaged.
Thirty automobiles and 10 boats also were lost.

Galley trial site poses
problem for military
FT. BENNING (AP) - Military
authorities are faced with a difficult decision in determining
where to hold the general court
martial of Lt. William L. Calley
Jr., a 26 year-old platoon leader,
who is accused of murdering 109
Vietnamese civilians at My Lai,
Vietnam in March, 1968.
Normally the trial would be conducted in the newly renovated general courtroom In Building 5 on the
Bennlng reservation. But there ire
obvious problems.
Authorities are expecting hundreds of American newsmen to
request credentials to cover the
trial. And worldwide Interest has
brought requests from the foreign press.

The courtroom, where a dozen
military trials are held each month
contains only 32 theater type
seats for spectators and the news
media. Communication facilities
are limited.
one high ranking officer said,
"naturally, the answer is going to
be to accommodate the press. And
the defense will have a right to
argue that the Army Is making
his trial a sideshow."
The Army already has announced
that some system of pooling coverage will have to be used. Closed
circuit television is a possibility.
No date has been set for the trial. The question of moving the proceeding elsewhere Is a legal one.

«st
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$ DOLLARS & Cents
H

FOR YOUR BOOKS
Top Wholesale Prices
For 'Drops'

Bee Gee Bookstore
1424 E. Wooster
Across From Harshman

$

f
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Exchange lists
low text rates

A campus-wide cooperative book
exchange program, aimed at providing students with used textbooks
at lower prices, will get underway
this weekend.
Lists of suggested prices for
used books will be posted on bulletin boards In all dormitories by
Sunday. Any student wishing to sell
a book may post a notice Including
the title of the book and his room
number on these bulletin boards.
Suggested prices will be set
halfway between the amount area
bookstores will pay foKA particular used book and tn* jjtyount
for which they will resell
•km
"The bookstores will
book for $5 and resell It foi-^7.50,'
oW.50"
explained Tom Domer, chairman of
this year's program. "Under our
program, the same book is bought
and sold for $6.25."
Domer estimated that a student
could save as much as $1.50 for
each book sold under the cooperative exchange program.
Although his committee Is not
FARMER BUYS MISSILE SITE ■■ Sam Noble, a Xenia farmer, has purchased 82 acres of barren planning to set up bulletin boards
■

land in Idaho from the government for $5,500. Underneath his land, however, is a city built by
the government, at a cost of $33 million, to house crews for three nearby Titan I missile sites.
Noble said he isn't sure what he'll do with the property. (AP Wirephoto)

Phi Mu plans for Hope Marathon
Phi Mu sorority has set a goal
of $2,000 for this year's annual
Hope Marathon to help provide operating funds for the hospital ship
S.S. Hope, to be held Feb. 13.
The marathon Is a seven-hour
talent show with amateur and professional entertainment.
Auditions for the marathon will
be held In the Grand Ballroom
Thursday, Jan. 8, from 8:30 to
10:30 p.m. and Saturday, Jan. 10
from 1 to 3 p.m.
Phi Mu sorority Is sponsoring
the event which was started two
years ago.
The hospital ship S. S. Hope has

provided medical care and Instruction to needy people on four continents since Its conception in 1958.
Volunteer doctors, nurses, dentists, and medical technicians staff
the ship and over 1,100 U.S. corporations contribute supplies and
equipment.
The ship requires approximately
$5 million a year to stay afloat.
This sum Is obtained entirely
through contributions—Individual
and corporate.
Since 1958, more than 100,000 patients have been treated and more
than 4,000 local medical personnel have been trained. A total of

more than 2 million persons have
benefited through Immunization,
examination and other services.
The University chapter of Phi
Mu sorority has contributed more
money to Project Hope than any
other chapter In the nation. Two
years ago, the chapter raised
$1,700.

In any of the fraternity or sorority
houses, Domer said they are
willing to help any Interested house
organize an exchange program.
He also said that the program
will not be conducted In the Commuter Center as it was last year.
"It Just didn't work last year"
he explained. "It was too difficult for the commuters to arrange
a time when they could meet and
exchange books."
The program will run until the
second week of the winter quarter.
Domer plans to conduct a random survey of the effectiveness of
the exchange after the program Is
over. The survey will hopefully
determine how many students took
part In the program, how much
money was saved, whether the suggested prices were satisfactory,
and if the program should begin
later or earlier In the quarter.
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity, with the cooperation of
Student Council, Is conducting this
year's program.

rHE ALPHA DELTS
WISH EVERYONE
HAPPY HOLIDAY!

6"

oijange bloHnom

m

To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find it.
Match your style with our
many distinctive designs. And
ask us about our famous
Orange Blossom guarantee.

The great new slim line look. Drummond does
it in a body-hugging skinny rib long sleeved
sweater with a Wallace Beery collar. It's
made of Supersoft Orion Acrylic and comes in
all your best colors. Over it, weor a scoop
neck, tank top in Polyester/Cotton.
An Overnight Sensation

Certified Gemologist
Member American
Sem Society

Dill Jewelers
HI
129 S. Main St

354-2024

NICHOLS CLOTHIERS
109 S. N Main St.
THAT DISTINCTIVE STORE
WITH THE RED FRONT
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Hippie band linked to Tote killing
LOS ANUELES (AP) - Despite
her pleas to "Let me have my baby." actress Sharon Tate and four
others were killed one by one by
menViers of a nomadic hippie style
band dressed In black for the occasion, two attorneys said yesterday.
The next night, members of the
same group selected a house at
random, stabbed to death a wealthy market owner and his wife to
show they hadn't lost their nerve —
then- showered and had a snack,
the attorneys said.
Member talks

Lawyers Richard Caballero and
Paul Caruso In separate Interviews gave Information they said
they obtained from their client,
Susan Denlse Atkins, 21.
She was a member of a band

led by Charles Miller Manson,
35, a student of the occult who
called himself "God," "Jesus"
and "Satan."
Miss Atkins, the attorneys said,
was one of the five dressed In
black - she called the garb her
"creepy crawl" clothing - and
was at the slaylngs but had
"nothing to do with the murders."
Under o spell

The attorneys said she told them
she was under Manson's"hypnotic
spell." Miss Atkins Is charged
with murder of a man with whom
Manson ^mce lived.
Police have made no accusations against Manson. He Is the
dominant figure In a hippie style
group some of whose members
are accused of the slaylngs.
Manson was at a preliminary

hearing
In Independence, near
Death Valley, Wednesday where
he Is held on two counts of receiving stolen property and one
count of operating a stolen vehicle. The charges stem from raids
on his followers' commune last
October. Authorities say the group
ran a stolen car operation.
Caruso told an Interviewer the
five at the Tate slaying scene were
two men and three women. Caballero said It was one man and
four women.
Shot or stabbed to death at the
$200,000 rented Tate home last
Aug. 9 were Hollywood hair stylist Jay Sebrlng, coffee heiress
Abigail Folger, Polish playboy
Voltyk Frokowsky and Steven Parent, 18, friend of the caretaker.
After a five-hour Interview with
Miss Atkins, Caruso gave this

CASH
HIGHEST CASH PRICES PAID FOR
YOUR TEXTBOOKS-

STUDENT 530BOOK
EXCHANGE
E. WOOSTER ST.
SBX also pays top wholesale prices
on marketable texts
no longer used at B.G.
Fill out a Reservation Card and Reserve
Your Books for Winter Quarter
"For All The Students—All The Time"

account of her recollection of the
Tate slaylngs:
"Two men and three girls went
to the residence. One man had a
gun. The girls had knives. They
parked their car so they would be,
able to get away quickly.
"They were dressed in black
clothing and a man with wire cutters went up a pole outside and cut
phone and electrical wires.
"They saw Parent starting to
leave. He got Into his car and was
shot. Then a man went through
an open window Inside and opened
the front door. The others went Inside.
"Frokowsky was lying on the
couch. Sharon Tate and Sebrlng
were talking In her bedroom. The
Folger girl was in another room
reading a book.
"Tate and Sebrlng were told
to stay in the bedroom. Then they
were brought out. Miss Tate became very
apprehensive. She
wanted to make sure her baby
was not harmed. That was virtually all she pleaded about. 'Let
me have my baby.' But she was
killed.
"Sebrlng said very little. He
was killed. Frokowsky attempted
to escape. As he ran through the
front door he was lilt on the head
with a gun butt. Miss Folger handed
them all the money she had, $73,
and they took It and killed her
anyway.
"The group had a close call
getting away from there. They
made some noise and a woman at
a nearby house cam* out In the
park but they got away without
her taking their license number."
Miss Tate's baby, a boy, died
with her.

/•'
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MISS WORLD - Eva RueberStaier, 20, of Austria is the
new Miss World. Miss United States, Gail Renshaw,
22, of Arlington, Va., came
in second. Women demonstrators, demanding "liberation" of their sex, booed the
proceedings. (AP Wirephoto)

Viets call probe inconclusive
DA NANG, Vietnam (AP) - Sen
Tran Van Don said yesterday his
Investigation was unable to come up
with a conclusion that U.S. troops
slaughtered civilians In My Lai In
1968. One difficulty In weighing
evidence was the strong Viet Cong
Influence there, he added.
Leader of a team of South Vietnamese legislators that visited My
Lai, Don said a final report will
have to await the court martial
of Lt. William L. Calley Jr. of
Miami. Fla. The U.S. Army has
charged Calley with the premeditated murder of 109 My Lai vll-

lagers March 16, 1968.
"We will prepare a report, but
lt cannot be completed, you know,
until we hear what Lt. Calley will
say about lt," the senator told
newsmen.
Don Indicated that one thing that
Impressed him during the inquiry
was the extent of Viet Cong Influence In the area.
"We must not forget that this
area was under Viet Cong control," he said, adding that although
the My Lai region Is now considered relatively secure, "what
the people say now, they can be
obliged to say."

more about

Complaints

HIDEAWAY
Luncheon
Dinner
Cocktails

4bAft

DANCING MTU Y

3S&"
Entertainment
Fri. & Sat.
8:00 till 1:00
Starting Dec. 5th
THE PAUPERS
Don't Miss Them!
After 10:00
Everyone does
Their thing!

HAPPY HOUR
4:00 to 5:00 p.m.
featuring
HIDEAWAY DANCER
During Happy Hour
fWon.. Wed.. & Thurs.

893 South Main Street

Bowling Green, Ohio - 354-9655
Dan & Bonnie, your hosts

(Continued from page 1)
music and unofficial spokesman of
the citizens who raised the controversy against student-rental
properties, said he was pleased
with the move, "but lt doesn't
really solve the problem."
He said, because the legislation is not retroactive, the 24
"problem properties" against
which complaints were brought
will continue to be rented to
students.
"This Is only the first step,
not a solution," he said.
Jones feels a housing ordinance
with an Inspector to enforce lt
Is needed. He said someone has
to be able to check and restrict
the number of people In student
rental properties.
He added that the restrictions
enacted by council were a help.
When a variance permit for
a house In the R-3 zone is applied for, the Zoning Appeals Board
will call In the citizens In the Immediate neighborhood to hear their
opinions on the matter.
Should the neighbors oppose the
use of the residence for student
housing, the board, although lt is
not required to do so, will probably decline to grant the permit,
Jones said.
"This allows the neighbor's to
have a say In what happens to their
neighborhood," he added.
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THIS WEEK'S
BUNDLE UP ■- From fur
hats to the tips of both mini
and maxi-coats, it looks like
winter is here to stay.

AN ARTISTIC
PRESENTATION BY

PAUL LAWRENCE

SPECIAL
DEC. 4 THRU DEC. 10

A Professional Photographer on the
News photos
by
John Jackson
and
Glenn Eppleston

Tour Seasons
of Jackson Hall'
3:00 Saturday December 6th
in the Dogwood Suite of the Union

PRESENTED BY U.A.O.

THE FRATERS OF

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
CONGRATULATE THEIR
NEW OFFICERS
Prytanis
Ernie Brass
Epirytanis
Neil Martens
Grammateus Bob Kammeyer
Crysophylos Dick Florian
Hegemon
Tim Kardattke
Hypophetes Steve Wolfrom
Pyloretes
Noel Pallas
Histor
Doug Blackburn
Senior Advisor Phil Welter

BEST OF LUCK FRATERS
IN THE COMING YEAR

1 FREE
TACO
WITH PURCHASE OF
ONE TACO AT REG. PRICE
"Authentic Mexican Food
Prepared American Style"

"Fastest Fiesta
north of the border"
at any

p^ee
1616 E. Wooit.r
Stadium View Ploio
Bowlinrj Green, Ohio
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House OK's defense cut
WASHINGTON (AP) - A $69.96
billion defense appropriation that
makes the biggest cut In military
money since the end of the Korean
War was approved yesterday by
the House Appropriations Committee.
The bill knocks $5.32 billion off
President Nixon's original $75.28

billion request, to bring military
spending In line with cuts announced by Secretary of Defense
Melvln R. Laird.
The bill contains all $779.4 million asked to begin deploying the
controversial Safeguard antimissile system but makes wholesale
cuts - $3.82 billion worth - In
other weapons programs.

Foundation sponsors
education program
Albion, Mich.-(I.P.)-A $397,500
grant to Albion College from the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation will open
the door to an expanded program In
continuing education at the College.
"The F.xperlments In Relevance" plan Is scheduled to be In
operation for Junior and senior
students by the second semester,
according to Dr. Louis W. Norrls,
president of Albion College.
The program calls for studentfaculty conferences to select and
Isolate a special topic for study
during a semester. The participating students--there will be 60
each semester—will fulfill half
their semester's requirement In
the continuing education program.
Suggested topics, though not limited to such a list, could Include

water or air pollution, housing
problems, unemployment, poverty,
community health, or means to
develop professional manpower.
The results and conclusion of the
studies will be published afterward.
This program Is new for the
Kellogg Foundation, which has specialized In continuing education
projects at larger universities.
It will be a pilot program for such
an undertaking In smaller, high
quality, liberal arts campus.
As an experiment, the program
Is designed to answer at least partially the criticism that liberal arts
education sometimes tends to be
too academic without enough practical experience or knowledge to
"prepare the student for life."

It urges abandonment of the
costly and ultrasophisticated Main
Battle Tank 7 program as a joint
U.S. West German venture and
says a U.S. tank should be designed that would cost one third
the nearly $1 million per tank
now estimated for the MBT 70.
It cuts $2 million for biological weapons In direct response
to Nixon's announcement the United States will no longer stockpile them, and makesother unspecified gas warfare cuts of $10.5
million.
The House is expected to pass
the bill early next week and send
it to the Senate.
The $5.32 billion slice, the
committee said in a report, Is the
largest since 1954 when the committee trim Tied $6.3 billion In the
wake of the cease-fire in Korea.
Further U.S. troop withdrawals
from Vietnam could lead to new
cuts this year, the com.n'ttee said,
but It has deleted no funds on
that basis.
"The enemy could again escalate the Intensity of combat," It
said, "and the committee does not
want American forces to be placed
In Jeopardy by shortages of needed supplies and equipment If this
should occur."
Lalrd told the committee two
weeks ago the war's cost had
dropped to $23.2 billion this year
compared to $28.8 billion last.

J

A MAN'S WORLD -- A New York men's shoe store employs
scantily clad harem girls to entice male customers into the
store. One of their ads promises that "topless sales girls
to worship at your feet," may be added. (AP Wirephoto)

Indian Murari Aditya hold',
record - longest fingernails
CALCUTTA, India (AP) - It's
not tough to see what Murari
Aditya has been doing for seven
years.

The results are growing on the
fingers of his left hand.
In 1962, for want of a better
idea, Aditya quit his job as a
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5-pc. Masterwork
component system

$149.95
5 pieces in walnut

finish.

government clerk and began producing what he claims have become the longest fingernails existing In the world today.
He constantly guards against
accidentally breaking off the 7lnch nail on his ring finger or
the 6 1/2-inch nail on his middle
finger or any of the other three,
all between 5 and 6 inches long.
His secret? Nail polish and
plenty of It
Originally, to keep his nails
clean, he washed them with soap
and water but found the process
left them brittle.
"Those were the great agonizing days," Aditya recalls.
"Then it suddenly occurred to
me that nail polish might be a solution. And It really was."
The lacquer helped strengthen
the nails and shield them against
water.
What was once a simple manicure has become an elaborate
weekly ritual.
Surface dirt is still removed
by soap and water and then a
razor blade is used to peel off
old polish.
When the nails
are finally
scraped clean, on comes the polish in an artistic happening. Four
colors—black,
red, white and
orange—are whipped Into classical designs.
Each nail takes about four hours.
" I stagger It in two or three days
depending upon my other engagements," he says.
"According to the normal social
yardstick, I am an unemployed
man. But I am not," he explains.
"My primary job Is to take care
of the nails and then to help the
fam.'ly In household chores."

Art faculty puts

AM/FM/FM

woifc on display

stereo tuner amplifier, 2
speakers, record changer,

dust c-o v e •

LASALLEVS
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The annual Faculty Art Sho,
Is now underway In the Fine Arts
Gallery of the Art Building.
Members of the University's
art department are providing the
exhibits for the show, which Include water colors, jewelry designs, oils, sketchings and sculptures.
Viewing hours for the exhibition, which will run through Dec.
14, are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 2 to 5 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays.
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launch artillery attack

Base destroyed, Israelis claim

GRENADE REMOVED - U.S. Army surgeon holds a live
grenade in Saigon which he removed from the face of a Viet
Cong prisoner by using a pocket knife for a scalpel. A demolition man held the wounded man's head during the operation which was performed in a South Vietnam field. The
bottom photo is an x-ray showing the grenade lodged in the
'prisoner's face.

UAO sponsors Swedish film
The Union Actlvltes Organization Is presenting "Through a
Glass Darkly," Swedish director
Ingmar Bergman's award-winning
film at 7 p.m. tomorrow In the
auditorium of the Education Building.
The film Is the second offering
In the Fine Film Series sponsored
by the UAO.
"Through a Glass Darkly" deals
with psychology, God and drama
as It describes 24 hours In the
life of a family on an Isolated
Island. The father records the
schizophrenic actions of his young

daughter In his diary and the tragic
climax of the film is reached when
the daughter discovers the diary
and Is accelerated to madness.
The film, made In 1961, has won
both American and Swedish film
awards.

TEL AVIV (AP) - Israeli troops
backed by artillery thrust Into Lebanon yesterday on a search and
destroy operation in which they
claimed to have killed 12 Arab
guerrillas and wiped out their
base.
It was Israel's third raid Into
the Arab state in three months.
Foreign Minister Abba Ebandefended the attack, telling a news
conference: "As long as Al Fatah
guerrilla organization claims the
permanent right to kill us, we have
the perm went right to take action
and react to provocation."
The Israeli force of unspecified
size moved across the hilly, 50
mile long border under a curtain
of mortar and sniper fire, said
an Israeli newsman who accompanied the troops.
The Israelis said one of their
men was killed and five were
wounded.
A military command spokesman
Identified the area attacked as
Jebel Rus, on the southwestern
slope of Mt. Hermon, a mile from
the Lebanese Israeli cease fire
line.
A Lebanese spokesman said the
Israelis came by air, but the Israeli military declined to deny or
confirm this.
The Israelis also reported they
captured a large quantity of weapons, Including rifles, machine guns
and bazookas.
The Israeli newsman on the raid
said the base was manned by some
50 guerrillas.
Israeli border guards along the
Israeli Lebanese frontier say Arab
Infiltration from Lebanon Into Israel has Increased in recent weeks.
Egypt claimed to have shot down

an Israeli Super Mystere Jet fighter over the Suez canal Wednesday
during an Israeli air raid against
Egyptian military targets. The Israelis denied losing any planes In
the attack.
Eban again lashed out at the Big
Four power talks on the Middle
East problem,
which resumed
Tuesday In New York.
Reiterating Israel's stand that
only direct talks between Israel
and the Arab nations could end the
conflict, the foreign minister said:

"These talks not only brought about
an escalation of other violence,
both between regular armies on
the Suez Canal and by the Arab
terrorists, but also helped to encourage the Arab Illusion that a
settlement In the Middle East can
be imported from outside."
A civilian bus driver and one
Israeli soldier were wounded In
an Arab guerrilla ambush on an
Israeli troop convoy moving along
the occupied Golan Heightsof Sysia
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Apartment for rent $65 per mo.
complete. Furnished, good heat,
private entrance 354-3393

LOST AND FOUND

Lost blue purse please returnno questions asked. 123 McDonald
West, 22511.

Wri

FA

Brand new Knelssl skls-205 cm.
call 354-915 2

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Congratulations Dick & Denlse on
your Kappa Slg lavallerlng. Court
is proud to have a new brother
Luv Mom & Sisters.
Congratulations to Pat and Grace
on your engagements from the
Kappa Phi Sisters.
The Delts congratualte Reese &
Judy on their marriage; Larry &
Shirley, Mark & Diane on their
engagements; Greg & Linda, Terry
& Laurie, Larry & Sue on their
plnnings; George & Chris on their
lavallerlng.
New York city ride needed by 2
exciting girls on Dec. II or 12.
Will share expenses. Call 3520597.
Ride needed to Cle/eland Airport
on Thursday Dec. 11. Please contact Wendy at 2-5475 after 9:15
pm Will pay costs.
C.L features this week the POE
BAND plus "IT'S YOUR THING
NIGHT",
WEDNESDAY AND
THURSDAY.
2 Co-eds will clean apts. over
break.
$6 for 1 bdrm. $ for 2
bdrm. Call 353-4022
—
Will do typing Call 354-9584. 467
S. Summit, Apt. 56.
New York to London-SuTimer vacation trips-Round trip $169. Now

filling-small deposit andpaymentsend for free details. Student Globe
Roamers, Box 6575, Hollywood,
Florida 33021.
Congrats new Golden Heart Actives
you were "golden" pledges! Your
Pledge Trainer.
ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF lntroduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00
pm-10:30 pm seven days a week
352-5330
College Students Interested In a
part time Job with a good Income
and future call collect 1-216-4770265 or 1-216-832-8417.
--^.——
.
Attention! All past Mortar Board
Alumna3...If you are interested
In A Katherlne Wills Coleman
$500 scholarship Please contact
Maribeth Sembach, 372-4908.

Apt to rent for 3 students-male
or female. Call 352-0884

cent engagement. We're really
loven'that ring! Your ole roomies
Charlie and Kathy.

Female roommate needed to share
2 bedroom furnished apt. Grad or
responsible senior proferred. Call
352-7932 or 354-6702.

Llbby & Barry-Congrats on your
plnnlng-Luck & Love-Sandy &
Elaine.

Female grad roommate needed Immediately. Walking distance from
campus. Call 352-0856

Need ride to Toledo airport Wed.
Dec. 10 at 5:30 ! Will pay gas
2-3853.

Rick and John—Free classy's are
fun for all. L.S.
Phyllis—Congratulations on your
Slg Ep pinning. Jan.
Rock—I always knew you were
No. 1!
To all men-Numbers 1 through 180:
Congratulations!
You're an lnstand winner in the Selective Services new fun game-" Draft in a
Flash!"
Peace & Love-Grebes,

#85:
Riders wanted to Florida share
gas and driving, leave Dec. 11 or
Congratulations Peg and Bart on
12. Call Rich 22433 or 352-0832
your lavallerlng!!
It Is "fantabulous!" The men of 251
Need a ride to Chicago on Dec. 11
23669
Thank God for psoriasis, hay fever,
and 1-Y deferments. Oct. 18-#005
Riders needed, for Phila. Pa. area
Dec 11, Call David 352-0459
Need ride to El Paso, Tex. area.
Will share expenses. 372-4217
"Sin? Out" For the Phi MuSAE
Christmas Party Thurs. night.
Students, Home workers, HouseSuzie B-Untled any knots lately? wives: Earn $90-$150 weekly addressing envelopes and folding adHappy lavllerlng!! Love, Kathy.
vertising matter in your home.
Investment or experience not
necessary. For complete Instructions, send $1 and your name and
address to : Chana Associated,
P.O. Box 72, Dept. B-205, Prove,
Utah 84601.

Watch for:

OPERATION
CHANGE
It's beginning
to look a lot
like Christmas

Ed, Congratulations on your engagement!
Are you next Tom?
Thanks for taking my clothes home
Jan.
DZ sez go nuts with Holiday
Magic's mint Ice with almonds!
Yes, Virginia, there Is a solution to BG's dry skin-Try DZ's
Holiday Magic line.
Are you ready for an all campus
Christmas serenade?...The Alpha
Gams are!!!-Dec. 4-6:00 p.m.
Gen. Hershey-Well excuse me for
being born. Dan and Randy
Little Judy, Go get those grades
on finals!! DZ Luv-Sherrl.
Jan!

COME TO THE TRADITIONAL
CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING
at Union

TONIGHT -- 6:30
Dr. Bond speaks

Congratulations on your re-

Tuff fun nlte, pledges! We were
lovln' it! Your raving Alpha Chi
Actives -.
String Bass Player looking for
work. Popular, Jazz, Fold, etc.
Contact Randy 2-3847

Completely
furnished
apt. at
Greenvlew needs one male roommate for 2nd quarter. Call Bob
6:00 p.m. at 352-5545.
Urgent: 2 girls needed to share
house $60 mo 532 S. Summit 3520565

EFFICIENCY APT. AVAILABLE,. ,
FOR WINTER AND SPRING^
QUARTER ACROSS FROM CAMPUS. THURSTIN MANOR CALL >\
352-5435.
1953 Bulck Straight 8 Excellent
Condition-Needs trans-call Tom
352-0641 Best Offer.
2 Pickup Harmony Guitar and Gibson Amp. Best offer 354-5744

Congratulations Peg and Bart on
your lavallerlng. That's "one step
further". Your roomie.

Two bedroom furnished apt for
married couple only- available Jan
1 call 352-5612

FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR SALE OR RENT

Wanted 1 fem.ile to share apt.
winter gtr. Call 354-6274

Male grad student wants roommate
for second and third quarters prefer Jr. Or Sr. 352-0578

For Sale two new 700 x 13 snow
tires mounted on Falcon rims,
121 State, Apt. 2B

4th girl needed to share apt. 2nd
quarter only. Very reasonable,
close to campus. Call 353-8204

Single room for male student 2
blocks from campus, cheap! No
restrictions, arrangements can be
made for Frosh & Soph. For information call 25694 after 7 pm

Female roommate needed starting
winter quarter Call 352-6625
For Sale-Drand new bed, dresser's
desk. Reasonable price. Call 3534013
1 male room mate needed for winter
quarter 353-9285
For Sale: 1966 Deluxe VW bus,
32,000 miles, 419-874-4873 after
6pm
Apt needed for second quarter for
married student call 353-6542
Rooms for male students, private
entrance, cooking, dose to campus
and downtown. Call 354-3451 after
3:30
For sale-Fender Amp. Gibson
Guitar, Cheap. 352-0964
For Sale-'67 G.T.X. conv. excel,
cond. high per. cam. headers, elec
fuel pump. 400 hp!! must sell
before X mas $2100, a steal. Contact Bob 2-1277
Furnished 1 bedroom apt. available
Dec 15 354-4305
'63 Lemand 326 Conv. console good
tires top $300 372-1587

One man to share apt. 2nd and
3rd quarter.s Call 354-8005
Lots for rent at Ross Hotel from
$100 -135 month, come In or call
354-6641
1966 TR4A $1295. Will consider
another price. Ph. 352-7653
Need babysitter to sit In our homo
3 days a week starting In Jan.
Call 353-2675
Wanted: 1 or 2 roommates for
winter quarter. Call Larry at 3520439
1966 Pontlac Catallna convertible
for sale-$l,000 -call 372-2876 ask
for James Hopple.
Trlmph TR-4 fiberglass hard top.
$50 or ? Call Napoleon 592-7373
Rooms for male students near
campus. Phone 352-7365.
Two sleeping rooms available immediately for male students. Located between University and
downtown. Phone 352-1842 after 6

DAYTON SENIORS
Find Your Job In Your
Home Town

Carolling
Readings

famous

HALLMARK
Christmas Cards & Wrap

50 Per cent OFF
(Friday and Saturday only)
also...
Assortment of Art Books
at Special Prices!

\e Gee Bookstore
Across from Harshman

i
,

Interview More Than 40 Firms
By Participating In

Operation Native Son and Daughter
In Dayton, December 29 & 30
FOR DETAILS CONTACT
DAYTON AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
SHERATON- DAYTON HOTEL
DAYTON 45402
(513) 224-9601 EXT. 7

•i
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PUZZLE

DOWN
1 — less.
2 Cook too
much.

By Ell Wnof
ACROSS
1 Viscid fluid.
ft PfWrl item.
l.'t Surmounted.
16 —Humid.
17SIIIched
heim .itf.un
18 Kails in
duly.
1ft Stammerer's
sounds.

20 Osare and
I.in'i r/i.i.

IS Grain.

23 I'tirmv
2't Hi'piH'si-nt*Hve.

13 Visionary.
II Re-fashions.
21Inean sun

3 Reduce.
I Metric
measure,
o Strike
breaker.
(• Former

't0(ierman
pronoun.
57 Town in
K. Braiil.
.19 Narcotic

24 Pierce is its

alkaloid,
Navigators
(il Laminated
Islands.
rock.
7 Came forth.
53 Praised one's 8 Yellow
self.
irises.
f>3 Six line
'» Hi IIIKIIM i
stanza.
HI Rolled tea:
04 Those who
nl.
11 Iiii pudent
testify.

speech: si.

10 I'aris

1

■ HI p..! i
27 Snit.il ;i
movement
*2ii Superlative
ending.
3ii Answer a
purpose.
:ti Mimicked.
S3 Huge.
WCow.
38 Originals.
39 Fresh water
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il Reiner or
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4

9
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capital.
2f» Kxtend over
and beyond.
2K Reveals.
3(1 Mohamme
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var.
32 Silkworm.
34 Degree:
ahbr.
35 Texas
horses.
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13 N'arrow
Inlet.
13 i*"i>n\
mother snd
others.
49 Game Ash.
.'iii Aaron mid
Himnond.
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50 Hallowed.
51 Sharpen.
54 Scottish
Gaelic.
55 Outside:
comb. form.
58 River islet.
GO Ice: Ger.

3l> lit ui.il
3d Brutal.

11

IS

37 Overemphasizes a
person's
importance.
40 Snare.
41 Massacre.
44 Tressed.
40 Change
dimensions.
47 Ranging
contrivance.
48 Horses.
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Solution of Yesterday's I'uszle

ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Bldg., from 4 to 5 p.m.
CAROLING PARADE
Will begin at Krelscher Quadrangle at 6 p.m.
6 to 7 p.m.
and wind Its way to the Union. The tree lighting
KARATE CLUB
ceremony begins at 6:30.
Will discuss changes In style and rank system at
GERMAN CLUB
7 p.m. In 102 Men's Gym.
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the Alumni Room, Union.
GYMNASTIC PRACTICE
BLACK STUDENT UNION
Will meet at 7 p.m. In 300 Moseley Hall.
Will be held for women In the South Gym, Women's
is sponsoring Its annual Christmas party for
Bowling Green children In the Newman Center from

i,i« S PBC
AM I I ill
it

hW
R 1

A H>
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cause most faculty members live In Bowling Green
and It wouldn't affect them anyway," Thatch said.
"It seemed many Senate members also made little
attempt to seehow the bill affected the students."
Thatch said that Student Council had committed Itself to Improving communication among University
groups, and has worked to place students on faculty
and administrative committees.
"There Is a definite need for different agencies
to work together, and this requires an effort on the
part of the member of all these agencies," Thatch
concluded.

be offered In the spring of 1970.
XAVIER UNIVERSITY has announced It will adopt a limited
pass-fall policy for Juniors and
seniors In the spring of 1970.
The system will allow eligible
students to take one course each
quarter on a pass-fall basis.
The Department of Health, Education and Welfare has granted
OHIO
STATE
UNIVERSITY
$432,000 to support the University's work-study program. The
University also received $20,000
from the Ford Motor Co. for de-

SPECIAL!!

velopment of the Center for Tomorrow.
YOUNGSTOWN STATE UNIVERSITY has signed a $5 million contract for the construction of a new
Health and Physical Education
Center. The building is expected
to be completed by the end of 1971.
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Quality Imports
Happo Folkware Pottery
Teapot and 4 Cups Set $7
Juice Cups Set $5
PHILIP MORTON
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KAPPA PHI ACTIVES

Thank the pledges for the
Surprise Breakfast
and wish them a
Merry Christmas
YOU'VE MADE ME SO
VERY HAPPY, DARLING ,
I'M SO GLAD YOU CAME
INTO MY LIFE
TINA

THIS CAN GET YOUR

Jumbo Chef $.54
510

V
A
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HEAD TOGETHER

Fri - Sat Sun

Burger Chef
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On the campuses
The trustees of WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY have rejected an open visitation proposal
made by the Student Association.
The trustees substituted a limited
program that gives students expanded dormitory visiting hours on
weekends.
The Black Student Union at
FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY has asked that black
history courses be established at
the school. The BSU wants at
least two upper level courses,
taught by black professors, to
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(Continued from
page 1)
sented to them" Thatch said. "These bills which
represent the op!. on of the student body, should be
considered more rlously than they are.
Thatch said that a Student Council bill defeated
Tuesday by the Faculty Senate Is an example of many
Senate members not looking at both student and faculty
sides of an Issue.
The bill, passed unanimously by Student Council,
called for spring break to be extended by one day
so students would not have to travel on excessively
crowded highways on a holiday.
"I don't think the bill was considered too seriously, be-
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Balogh, Thatch view faculty aims
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Corner State and
E. Wooster

Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
away as an Anacin* bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.
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Falcons falter outside of league
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor

N«»i pholo by Denny While

MAC LINEMAN OF THE YEAR - Falcon middle guard Joe
Green is at the bottom of this defensive trio and was usually at the bottom of pileups this season credited with the
tackle or assist.

f

It was the season of the near miss and the sure
miss.
The Falcons overcame a rash of Injuries In the
battering bruising campaign to net a 4-1 record and
second place finish In the MAC. At the same time
they were dropping three of five non-league games
to finish with an unglamorous C-4 overall mark.
It fulfilled the prophecy of second year coach Don
Nehlen, who said the Falcons would be more competitive In the league. He also predicted that It
would be difficult to achieve a good overall record
with the addition of West Texas State and Utah
State to the schedule.
"We shoot for the league season naturally," said
Nehlen,- "I thought we had a pretty good year,"
"I think our lack of depth finally caught up with
us because of the injuries," he said, "We just
failed to stay healthy."
The Falcons tackled four straight hefty opponent's
to open the campaign and emerged with a 2-2 record
but minus several starters. After a 14-6 loss to
Utah the Falcons rallied for a 27-7 win over Dayton
and a 21-10 win over Western Michigan. The defense was untouchable but already the lack of a solid
rushing game was dulling the offense.
"I felt we started out the season with the best
defense in the league," said Nehlen. "It was probably one of the better defenses we have ever had.
Slowly but surely though we lost (Dave) Polak,
(Dave) Hoese and even (Jack) McKenzle was hurt
a lot of time. This weakened our defense gradually."
They limited the opposition to 14.6 points a game on
the season finishing third among the conference teams.
The tenacious defensive unit to first usurpt their
position was Toledo. The Rockets end the Falcons'
brief winning streak with a field goal In the final
two seconds tor a 27-26 win. Toledo went on to
rate top In all categories In the conference except
passing and pass defense.
"We naa our backs to the wall," said Nehlen.
"But we came back and got Miami and Ohio University. Even with the down the liners we were able
to win the ones that counted."
Sparked by a stingy defense Bowling Green re-

bounded from the Toledo loss to notch 7-0 and 3-0
wins over Kent State and Miami respectively. The
defense squelched several late bids by Ohio University to score in throttling the Bobcats 23-16.
"Offensively we were hoping we would have better
running," said Nehlen. "It was our major objective.
Our problem was when (Julius) I.lvas got'hurt.
We didn't accomplish our goal.
"We did run well a few games but not consistently enough."
Isaac Wright, Jerry Fields, Jim Meeker and Roger
Murray shared the duties and the yardage. Wright
was the leader with 354 yards.
It was a record breaking year though on offense
as about 17 marks fell on the strength of Vern Wireman's 50 per cent accuracy. Using mainly the duo
of Bob Zimpfer and Fred Mathews the Falcons had
the necessary consistency through the air according
to Nehlen.
"We consistently had good passing," said Nehlen.
"We had two great receivers in Fred and Bob."
Both of the receivers were among the four experiments that Nehlen made this season. The others
sent running back Honester Davidson to the secondary
and Greg Shlnn to monster back. Nehlen was pleased
with the result of the moves and sighted statistics
to prove his point.
Shlnn made three interceptions this season in a
secondary that totaled 20 points and holding the opposition to 43 per cent accuracy. Davidson and
Zimpfer both landed first team all-league berths
In their Initial seasons at split end and defensive
halfback. Mathews in his first season at wlngback
landed second team league honors and made 57 receptions to break the old record of 49.
The Falcons lose 19 veteran players and Nehlen
stated that they would be hard to replace.
"The younger kids have got to come through,"
he said, "It'll be difficult next year but we'll just
have to wait and see.
"I think we would have liked to won them all,
but this team always gave 100 percent and this is
how a coach should be judged in terms of how much
effort ne can get from his players.
"We came as close as you possibly can without
winning the league and only in the Marshall game
did we not play up to our ability."
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PASS OPTION -- Falcon quarterback Vern
Wireman has his arm cocked, but did he pass
or run on this play from the OU game?
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INTERCEPTOR IN THE OPEN -- Sofety Larry Kelly got a rare chance to
carry the ball when he intercepted a pass in the Northern Illinois game.
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PULL LENGTH FULLBACK -- Ike Wright came out for the team this year and

led

the squad in rushing. Here he is about to come down to earth.
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